Americans for Financial Reform
1629 K St NW, 10th Floor, Washington, DC, 20006
202.466.1885

November 16, 2012
Ms. Elizabeth M. Murray
Secretary
Securities Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549
Re: Proposed Rule Change to List and Trade Shares of the JPM XF Physical Copper Trust
Pursuant to NYSE Arca Equities Rule 8.201; Release No. 34-67075; File No. SR-NYSEArca2012-28.
Dear Sir or Madam:
Americans for Financial Reform has previously submitted comments on the issue referenced
above. 1 However, since that time staff at the SEC’s Division of Risk, Strategy and Financial
Innovation have released an empirical analysis (the ‘Staff Memorandum’) purporting to
illuminate the potential effects of NYSE Arca, Inc. proposed rule changes to list and trade shares
of the JPM XF Physical Copper Trust and the iShares Copper Trust. 2 This Staff Memorandum is
deeply flawed. The purpose of this letter is to demonstrate that its findings should not be relied
upon in decision making by the Commission.
According to the Staff Memorandum, the models used in its analysis find that:
•

There is no clear evidence of statistical causality between the historical flow of assets to
physical metals Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) and underlying commodity prices of
those metals.

•

There is not a strong statistical correlation between lagged copper inventory levels and
copper prices.

These statements are misleading representations of the findings in the Staff Memorandum. While
some of the statements regarding correlations are correct, they cannot be interpreted as proving
or disproving causal relationships between copper stockpiling and prices. Furthermore, the
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statements ignore evidence in the paper that correlations do exist between copper inventories and
prices. Thus, the results of these regressions shed no light on the likely impact on copper prices
of permitting exchange traded products to remove large amounts of physical supply from the
market.
There are three major issues with the empirical analysis that prevent it from being interpreted as
proving or disproving the impact of ETF impacts on prices:
•

First, the results in Table 4 of the paper appear to contradict the authors’ conclusions that
there is no statistically significant relationship between copper inventories and copper
prices. Instead, the Table 4 results show a strong positive relationship between total
exchange copper inventories and copper prices.

•

Second, the Staff Memorandum completely ignores the ‘endogeniety’ problem, or the
problem of simultaneous causation, which is endemic in these models.

•

Finally, the Staff Memorandum ignores key institutional factors in the copper market that
require close attention, notably the differences between commodity ETFs backed by
LME warrants and those backed by physical commodities operating outside the LME
rules.

Any one of these issues would cast enormous doubt on the Staff Memorandum’s interpretation of
its research results. Combined, they are even more devastating. Furthermore, if these results were
interpreted as suggested by the Staff Memorandum, they would contradict basic principles of
supply and demand that are central to economic theory, price analysis, and the practices of
market participants. Essentially, the Staff Memorandum contends there is no relationship
between copper prices and the removal of physical copper supplies from the market. Any finding
that would reverse such a basic market principle must be subject to a high bar, while the Staff
Memorandum’s analysis cannot satisfy even more elementary tests.
We recommend that the SEC take the following steps with respect to the Staff Memorandum:
•

Acknowledge the limitations in the analysis, ask the staff to reconsider the paper, and
withhold judgment on the proposed rule changes to permit the trading of physicallybacked copper ETFs until a more robust analysis is completed.

•

Before performing any additional analyses on this issue, the SEC staff should consult
with market participants to better understand institutional details that govern the working
of the copper market and the potential price effects of copper supply shortages, as well
consult with econometric experts on how to address endogeniety issues. The results in
Table 4, which appear to show evidence of supply hoarding increasing copper prices,
especially merit further investigation.

•

The detailed regression data, models (including computer code), and full results used in
this paper should be released to the public. The technical issues raised by attempting to
isolate causal effects in this case are extremely complex, and many additional robustness
checks are necessary. While it is doubtful that the data used here can fully settle causal
questions in any case, there is no reason not to release the data and procedures used. It
raises no business confidentiality concerns and would have the benefit of bringing outside
technical assistance to SEC staff.

The issues being addressed here are of great significance for commodity markets generally. If
approved, the copper ETFs would be the first funds backed by physical supplies of a key
industrial commodity (as opposed to a commodity traditionally used as a store of wealth, such as
gold or silver). Should these ETFs be approved, it is likely that similar ETFs could be approved
for other key economic inputs such as oil or agricultural commodities. In this context, it is vital
that the SEC strengthen what appears to be a flawed analytic foundation for its decisionmaking
regarding ETFs backed by physical commodities.
Below, we discuss in detail each of the three major issues in the Staff Memorandum and how
they affect both of the major statistical findings -- the Granger causation findings in Tables 1 and
2 and the supply/price relationships in Tables 3 and 4. 3
The Results In Table 4 Appear to Contradict The Staff Memorandum’s Conclusions
The introductory summary of the Staff Memorandum’s results states clearly the paper’s finding
that there is “not a strong statistical relationship between copper inventories and copper prices.”
However, Table 4 of the Staff Memorandum does find a strong correlation between copper
inventories and prices. Furthermore, this correlation is with the inventory type most likely to
include the marginal unit of copper inventory on the world market, namely the total exchange
inventory. Yet the Staff Memorandum inexplicably focuses only on results for copper that has
physical warrants on the London Metals Exchange (LME). This is a subset of the total exchange
inventory and likely less relevant in price determination. There is no attention to the significant
result for the broader measure of total exchange inventory. As discussed below, we are skeptical
of causal interpretations of any of these models. However, given that the authors of the Staff
Memorandum do focus on the correlations found in these models it is difficult to understand
their choice to ignore this highly significant coefficient.
Table 4 of the Staff Memorandum regresses monthly copper prices against copper inventory
levels in the previous month (lagged inventory levels). Three different measures of inventory are
used: the inventory of LME-warranted copper, the total exchange copper inventory (the sum of
LME-warranted copper and copper held in inventory for the Shanghai and Comex exchanges),
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and total non-exchange inventory. First, the decision to specify the independent variables in this
way makes it difficult to interpret any single coefficient. LME copper inventory makes up a
significant percentage of total exchange inventory so the two variables are obviously highly
correlated. This relationship creates the well-known problem of collinearity between regressors.
But leaving that issue aside, it is noteworthy that the coefficient on total exchange inventories in
Table 4 is large and statistically significant, indicating that there is a positive correlation between
inventory levels and prices. 4 Logically, if supply hoarding is increasing prices, then the key
determinant of price levels will be inventory levels for the exchange (or off exchange) source of
supply that supplies the marginal unit of copper to the market. It is supply changes on the margin
which influence price. There are many reasons to believe that the marginal unit of copper supply
would not be recorded in LME inventory, but instead in the Shanghai or Comex exchange
inventory or potentially off-exchange altogether.
One reason is that, in recent years, copper supply inventories have been migrating away from
LME and toward other exchanges. 5 LME inventories are now less than half of world inventories,
and have been shrinking as other inventory sources have been growing. It thus appears that the
inventory flow since 2008 has been mostly to non-LME exchanges. Second, the LME enforces
lending rules specifically designed to discourage hoarding and market manipulation. 6 This would
make it illogical to use LME-warranted copper to amass any copper inventories meant to be used
to influence market prices.
The LME-warranted inventory is also less likely to be analogous to the JP Morgan and Black
Rock ETF inventory, since these proposed physical copper ETFs are very explicit that they will
*not* use LME warranted metal. 7 Given that the ETFs at issue in this analysis will use non-LME
warranted metals, it is possible that the total exchange variable would be a better guide to the
price impact of these new ETF inventories than the LME inventory variable would be. This is
especially true since the marginal unit of world copper supply is apparently no longer on the
LME but on another exchange. Another alternative would be to consider the off-exchange
inventory, as the new ETF inventory will be off-exchange. 8 However, the significance of the offexchange inventory would depend heavily on the details of the copper market currently. If the
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off-exchange inventory is simply in process of delivery or production then it would not be
analogous to the inventory levels held by the ETF which are inactive in the market.
Despite these factors, the Staff Memorandum inexplicably focuses only on the LME warranted
inventory and not on the highly significant result for the broader measure of total exchange
inventory.
The Staff Memorandum Ignores Endogeniety Problems
The Staff Memorandum finds that various measures of prices and supply are uncorrelated.
However, in every case they ignore the problem of endogeniety, or the simultaneous
determination of quantity and price in supply-demand systems. This problem involves a causal
loop between the dependent and independent variable such that the causal impact of the
independent variable cannot be isolated. This may arise due to an omitted third variable, or the
fact that both the independent and dependent variables are simultaneously determined in a larger
equilibrium system of simultaneous equations (e.g. supply and demand). These kinds of
simultaneity problems are a staple of introductory econometrics courses and are a very basic
issue in statistical analysis of economic data. 9
The problem affects the Staff Memorandum in both of the two analyses. First, Tables 1 and 2 test
for a statistical relationship between asset flows into metals ETFs and metals prices. The specific
statistical test used is ‘Granger causation,’ which involves determining if changes in one factor
(asset flows) systematically precede changes in metals prices. For example, if an increase in
financial assets in a physically backed ETF is correlated with a later increase in metals prices,
then asset flow into the ETF can be said to ‘Granger cause’ the increase in price.
Granger causation is a form of correlation and it is inappropriate to infer from Granger
correlation to true causation in cases where the variables are simultaneously determined. This
point was clearly made in Granger’s original 1969 article, where he states that in the presence of
such endogeniety Granger measures ‘lose their meaning’. 10 It is obvious that the financial asset
level in a commodity ETF is simultaneously linked to metals prices. This link is first of all
mechanical; when the price of the metal increases, the value of the commodity ETF increases
along with it. This relationship creates a direct and simultaneous link between ETF values and
commodity prices.
The linkage also works slightly less directly through investment behavior. Investors who observe
or anticipate price increases in the relevant commodity may buy into commodity ETFs. Other
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investors who already have holdings in the ETF may sell their holdings and realize gains on the
news that commodity prices have increased. The exact relationship between commodity prices
and ETF asset flows that will be produced by all these factors is unclear, but what is certain is
that commodity prices and asset levels in commodity ETFs are simultaneously determined in
many ways that go well beyond the causal impact of ETFs on commodity supply.
Granger causation is an inappropriate statistical test in such cases of simultaneous determination.
In the presence of simultaniety the statistical correlations which indicate Granger causality will
not reflect real-world causal factors. As discussed above, Clive Granger himself stated this in his
original research. More recent simulation research shows that when variables are simultaneously
determined, the use of Granger techniques will lead to results that are either uncorrelated with or
possibly even the opposite of the actual causal relations. 11 Given the level of endogeniety in the
relationship between ETF asset flows and commodity prices, the findings in Table 1 and 2 are
analytically flawed.
Tables 3 and 4 are based on direct correlations between physical commodity prices and
commodity inventory levels, controlling for a few general economic variables. As discussed in
the previous section, Table 4 does show a positive correlation between inventory levels and
prices. But based on the lack of correlations between LME warranted inventory and prices, the
Staff Memorandum concludes that there is no evidence of a causal relationship between the two.
However, simple correlations between price and quantity are well known to be subject to severe
endogeniety bias when used to determine the true market relationships of supply and demand.
This problem is perhaps the classic example of endogeniety bias. 12 The reason is that price and
quantity are determined by both supply and demand, and supply and demand factors often move
in opposite directions. This ‘simultaneous equations’ problem and the resulting endogeniety
issues are at the center of econometrics and are generally introduced in beginning econometrics
classes. 13 It was first described almost a century ago by agricultural economists applying the first
Marshallian supply-demand models to commodity markets. 14
The ways that the simultaneous influence of supply and demand factors make it difficult to
determine true causal relationships can be demonstrated mathematically. But they are also fairly
intuitive. The Staff Memorandum attempts to retrieve the causal impact of supply hoarding on
prices through regressing price on quantity in the market generally. It is true that if all other
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factors were equal, the removal of supply from the market through hoarding would increase
prices, leading to a positive correlation between inventory and prices. 15 But other supply and
demand factors will frequently introduce exactly the opposite relationship between inventory and
price.
For example, a drop in prices due to a decline in market demand will also tend to create an
inventory buildup, as producers hold inventory until the market recovers. This inventory buildup
leads to a negative correlation between inventory level and prices. Likewise, if producers
overestimate the future demand for copper and produce an oversupply in one period, then the
resulting oversupply will also have a negative effect on prices later.. Note that in this oversupply
case the supply inventory variable would increase just as it would if copper is hoarded. However,
the effect on prices is the opposite of what occurs when supply hoarding takes place. The key
difference is that in the case of supply hoarding speculators are holding the copper off the market
until the price increases, and are thus unwilling to sell at the market price. In the case of
oversupply, the additional inventory is available for purchase and the inventory owners could bid
down the market price to rid themselves of excessive inventory and the associated storage costs.
Thus, the overall statistical correlation between supply inventory and prices is indeterminate
even if supply hoarding alone has a strong effect on prices. The inventory variable reflects a
whole set of changes in supply and demand generally that go beyond the hoarding of supply for
the speculative purposes. These other changes all affect inventory levels but may have very
different impacts on prices. 16 Thus, a correlation between inventory levels and price will not
isolate the effect of supply hoarding.
These kinds of endogeniety issues are notoriously difficult and technical to handle, but there are
various methods used to address them. The most preferred method is to use an instrumental
variables approach that isolates factors that affect market supply but are unrelated to other causal
factors. Certain variable transformations could be used as well. But these methods are not
deployed in the Staff Memorandum. Even more surprising, the Staff Memorandum does not
discuss or address these basic issues at all, and does not use basic robustness tests or even
descriptive statistics to examine their possible importance. It is impossible to give credence to
the research results without addressing endogeniety issues.
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The Staff Memorandum Ignores Key Institutional Factors In The Copper Market
Price determination in any market is highly dependent on the rules used to govern that market,
and this is particularly true of exchange markets. For industrial commodities, factors concerning
the practical use of the commodity, such as lead times for delivery, are also important.
The Staff Memorandum analysis ignores critical institutional factors in the copper market. The
most important factor is the set of rules enforced by the London Metals Exchange (LME) for
holders of official LME warrants for physical copper. The LME rules on warrant holders are
specifically designed to prevent market manipulation, corners, or squeezes. One key LME ‘metal
lending’ rule, for example, requires that any holder of 50 percent or more of LME warrants in
any metal must lend its inventory out on demand at rates designed to prevent any profit from the
dominant position.17
All of the findings in the Staff Memorandum are based on analyses of ETFs backed by such
LME warrants. Positions in such ETFs are also governed by LME lending rules which require
ETF positions to be aggregated with other LME warrants held by the owner. Unlike the ETFs
examined in the Staff Memorandum, however, the physical stocks to be held in both the JP
Morgan and Blackrock proposed ETFs would not be backed by LME warrants. 18 Thus, any
positions built up in these ETFs would not be subject to the LME rules designed to limit impacts
of dominant positions on physical market prices. This disconnect between the LME warrantbased ETFs that are the subject of the Staff Memorandum’s empirical analysis and the physical
copper-based ETFs that are proposed for trading in the United States means that the Staff
Memorandum’s findings do not accurately reflect the likely price impacts of the proposed U.S.
ETFs. All of these ETFs would operate outside of the LME rules geared to prevent market
manipulation, corners, and squeezes. Indeed, it is likely that the proposed U.S. ETFs are
structured specifically to avoid those LME rules. The Staff Memorandum fails to recognize or
address that disconnect in its analysis.
In addition, evidence is accumulating that metals traders are finding ways to circumvent LME
controls by hoarding metal that is not on LME warrants, rendering LME supply and demand
figures less reliable as a guide to the market. 19 The implication is that the LME stock data and
the LME-warranted physical funds analyzed in the Staff Memorandum are losing importance as
a determinant of metals prices. Adding to this impression, there are growing doubts about the
utility of not just LME inventories but any established exchange inventories in representing the
true global inventory stocks of copper. Part of this doubt comes from the prospectuses for the
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two physical copper ETFs being examined here, as these filings referred to global supplies that
are much larger than known supplies. 20 If there are large global inventories that are not being
fully measured then utility of any of the models in this paper is highly doubtful.
Finally, the Staff Memorandum tests lags of only one day or one month, using only a limited
range of price metrics. For example, two equations test the spot month futures prices, and two
equations apparently test physical delivery prices, but no equations or analysis at all of the term
structure of prices (e.g., whether the market is in contango or backwardation, and if so how
deep). The correct lag period to test for price impacts on copper consumers depends upon the
delivery times and production lead times, which also affect the price impacts of deep
backwardation on consumer access to supplies. The Staff Memorandum fails to acknowledge or
take into account those critical factors.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this issue. Should you have any questions, please
contact Marcus Stanley, AFR’s Policy Director, at
or
.
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